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The Teaching of Trigonometry in the Secondary School

I. Introduction

It is my purpose in the writing of this thesis to give reasons for

the teaching of trigonometry in the high school; give a short history

of trigonometry and show the importance that trigonometry has played in

the world; and to then go into some detail on the material to be cover

ed in a high school trigonometry course and the methods of teaching this

material.

I will not work example problems for each set of formuli, but will

try to have representative problems of each distinct type. Similarily,

I will not prove all the identities, but will try to give the general

method of proof for each class.

It is presumed that a student taking this course in high school will

have had one year of algebra and one year of geometry. He will need a

working knowledge of such things as proportions, similar triangles,

Cartesian coordinates, and solving simple equations, I will try to em-
/

phasize the practical aspects as much as possible, giving the various

methods of solving triangles and showing their applications to practical

problems. I will denote certain things that should be memorized for a

more fluent use of the subject. ♦

II• History of Trigonometry

Trigonometry, coming from the Greek: tri (three), gonia (angle),
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and natron (measure), i, e. triangle measure, is one of the oldest of the

branches of mathematics, not by name, but by its application to the mea

suring of the heights, distances, areas, and the like.

The most ancient of the civilizations used it in surveying their

land, planning such things as irrigation projects, and the calculation

of the heights of points of interest.

As a science it was originated by the Greeks. Hipparchus (c, 150 B.C.)

is usually regarded as the founder of the subject of trigonometry. He

developed a table of halfchords, similar to our present tables of sines,

from which he calculated the distance to the moon. Ptolemy (c. 150 A.D.)

also combined trigonometry and astronomy. He used the sexigesimal system, ’

which had been originated by the Babylonians. This is still used in the

division of degrees of the circle and in the division of time, with six-
♦ ty as common denominator*

The Hindus (4th. cent.) developed a way of finding Sin A/2, when

Sin A is known. This aided greatly in developing a table of sines. The

Arabs adopted the Hindus table of sines and used all the trigonometric

functions now known. Al-Battani (877-929) prepared a table of cotangents

and probably knew the law of sines. He was the first to make an exten

sive application of algebra as well as geometry to the field of trigon

ometry. It was through trigonometry and especially spherical trigonometry

that the ancient scholars calculated the nature of the universe. They
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sought to know the size and the distances of the various planets and

stars; and this led to greater understanding of the world itself. As

tronomy was considered one of the leading sciences and much time was given

to it.

John Mueller (1436-1476), a German who revived the trigonometry

of the ancients, started a new era. A great addition was the invention

of logarithms and a development of logarithmic tables by John Napier

(1550-1617). Although they are not the same as the ones used now, they

helped to speed up the calculations that were needed to prove or dis

prove the new theories being brought forth. Other additions were made

by de Moivre (de Moivre’s Theorem), Oughtred (slide rule), and Bernouli

(arcsine). The development of trigonometry as the science it is now,

is due chiefly to the efforts of Leonhard Euler (1707-1783), a Swiss

mathematician. There have been very few additions to the field in the

past few years, at least on the lower levels,

III. Purpose '

Trigonometry is the bringing together of the arithmetic, algebra,

and geometry that students learn in the grades and the first years of

high school. It has more practical utility for the layman than most

of the higher mathematics courses have. Its applications to the cal

culations of everything from roadways to the area of the living room

floor, will greatly further its uses by those wh^ have a complete know
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edge of it. It gives good training in accuracy and exactness; the stu

dent having to make many numerical calculations. The subject itself

is comparatively easy and contains much that is of interest to young.

students. It requires a certain amount of memorization which helps in

the training and disciplining of the mind.

In the present world, there are many fields in which trigonometry

plays a big part. Aviation, navigation, and engineering all require a

detailed knowledge of the subject. If a student in the high school

can build up a knowledge and interest in trigonometry, he may be inspired

to go into these fields. There are always applications in agriculture,

construction, and many everyday household problems. Students whose for- *

mal education will terminate after high school will probably find tri

gonometry useful in these occupations.

IV. Curriculum

A. Trigonometric functions and their uses:

1. The function

A line AS is rotated around the point A to form an angle

A with the line AX. If lines are dropped from points 3, B’,

3’’, ... on AH perpendicular to AX at point C, C’, C’*, ...,

we form a series of similar triangles. The corresponding

sides of these triangles are proportional. That is:
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= 3’ 'C ' flC = B'C’
AB” AC AC’

AB* = AB”
AC’ ’

AC , AC . 
AB

AB AB*

AB =
AC AC

And similarly, for AB ,
BC BC

if the angles remain the same,

change in the angle. These ratios are

six trigonometric functions, namely:

Sine (sin a) = BC = opposite side,
AB Hypotenuse

Tangent (tan A) = BC = opposite 
AC adjacent

Secant (sec A) = AB - Hypotenuse 
AC adjacent

Example:

Given: the right triangle with sides:

but changes when there is a

the definitions of the

Cosine (cos a) aC = adjacent
AB Hypotenuse

Cotangent(cot A) = AC = Adj
AB opp

Cosecant (esc AO = AB = hyp
EC opp

a 3, b - 4, c - 5,

find the functions of A and B.

Answer: sin A = 3 , sec A = _5
5 4

cos A = 4 , esc A = 5 
5 3

tan A = 3 , cot A = 4
4 3

sin B = 4 , sec B = 5
5 3

COS B = _3 , CSC B = 5 

5 4
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tan 3=4 , cot 3 
3 4

2. Values of the functions

In the above problem, you will note that the sin A = cos B,

tan A = cot B, and so on. Since A = 90°-B, the following state-

ment holds. "Each function of an acute angle is equal to the

co-named function of the complimentary angle.” Also, “any 

function of an angle between 45° and 90° may be found by tak

ing the co-named function of the complimentary angle which is

between 0° and 45°.” (1)

This is of great advantage in as much as tables need only-

run from 0° to 45°,

The function of certain angles are easily calculated,

namely those of 30°, 45°, 60°.

Since a^ + b2 = c2 (pythagorian Theorem) and b = J»c»3.
Jf**

Hence: ‘'

sin 30n = cos 60° = b = 1 cot 30° = tan 60° = a VT~

cos 30° = sin 60° = a
a 3

tan 30 = cot 60

c

a 3

esc 30° = sec 60° = c = 2 
b

(1). Wentworth, op, cit. p. 10.
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Since a = b, and c2 = b2 +a2, then c2 = 2a2, and a = Jc •/T

sin 45 = cos 45 ~ a = J \/T
c

tan 45° = cot 45° = a = 1 
b

sec 45° = esc 45° = c =72~ 
a

The values of the other functions have been calculated

and placed in tables. As shown above, the sin 45° = cos 45°,

o o o osin 46 = cos 44 , sin 47 = cos 43 , and so on. Therefore,

the column of sines from 45° to 90° is the same as the co- 

o osines from 0 to 45 . Hence in the following table: '*In

finding of the functions of angles from 0° to 45°.read from

the top down; in the finding of functions of angles from 

45° to 90° read from the bottom up'1. (1).

(1). Ibid.
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TA91E Of
FUNCTIONS Of ACUTE ANGLES

TRIGONOMETRIC FUNCTION FOR EVERY DEGREE
FROM 0* TO 90•

ANGIE SIN COS TAN COT SEC CSC ANGLE
0* .0000 1.0000 .0000 1.0000 90*
1 .0175 •9998 .0157 57,2900 1.0002 57-2987 89
2 .0319 .9994. • O3«9 23.6363 1.0006 28.65 37 88
i 10523 .9986 .0524 19.0811 1.0014 19.1073 87

.0638 •9976 .069? 14.3007 1.0021 14.3356 86
5 .087? .9362 .0875 U.<30» 1.0038 in 47 37 95
6 .1045 .99*5 .1051 9.5144 1,0055 9.5568 84
7 .1219 .9925 .1228 8.1443 1.0075 8.2055 83
8 .1392 .9905 .1405 7.H54 1.009s 7.1853 82
9 .1564 .9877 .1584 6.3138 1.0125 6.1925 81

10 .1736 .9848 .1763 5.6713 /.0154 5.7588 80
1! .1908 • 3816 .1944 5.1446 1.0187 9.2408 79
12 .2079 •9781 .21?6 447046 1.0223 4.5097 78
13 .2259 .9744 .2309 4.3315 1.0263 4.4454 77
11 *2419 .9703 .2493 4.0108 1.0306 4.1336 76
15 .2588 .9656 ,2678 3.7 321 1.0353 3.9637 75
l6 .2756 .9613 .2867 3„ 4874 1.0403 3.628P 7»
17 .’924 .9563 .3057 3.2709 1.0457 3.4203 73
>8 .3090 .9511. .3219 3.0777 1.0515 3.2361 72
1? .3256 .9*55 .3443 2.9042 1.0576 3.0716 71
20 .3420 .9397 .3640 2.7475 1.0642 2.9238 7«
21 .35*18 .9336 • 3839 2.6051 1.0711 2.7304 69
22 .3746 .9272 .4040 2.4751 1.0735 2.6695 68
23 .390? .^205 .42-*5 .3.3559 1.0864 2.5593 6/
21 .1967 .9135 .4452 2.2460 1.0946 2.4586 66
25 .1226 .9063 • 1663 2.1145 1.1034 2.3662 .63
26 .4384 .8088 .4877 2.0503 1,1126 2.2812 64
27 /4540 .89IC .5095 1.9626 1.1223 2.2027 63
28 • 4695 .8829 .5317 1.8807 1.1326 2JS0I 62
?9 .1848 .8746 .5343 1.8040 1.1434 2.0627 .Cl
3C .5000 .8666 .5774 . 1.7321 1.1547 OOOO fa

• • j '' 31 .5150 .8572 .6009 1,6643 1.1666 1.9416 5?
32 .5299 .3480 .6219 1.6003 1.1792 l.WFI ■ 59

; '.:'5 / ’ ’ 33 ,544f • 8j?7 .6494 1.5399 1.1921 1 .?*< 57
n.-; •

34 • .5532 .3290 .67*5 1.4826 1.2062 56
< •? ' 35 .5736 .9132 •7002 1.4231 1.2208 l.W . 55

* •5078 .3090 .7265 1.3764 1.2361 1.7013 5*
i "-’ 37 .6018 .7986 .7536 1.3270 1.2521 1/616 53' ■ ‘

38 .6157 .7880 •7813 1.279? 1.2690 i,6i« 52
39 .6293 .7771 .8098 1.2349 1.286.8 1.5390 51
40 .6428 .7660 .8391 1.1918 1.3051 1.3557 50

■• x/' i-v' 11 .6561 .7547 .8693 .1.1504 1.3250 l.52’3 ' 49
42 .6631 •7 <3t •9004 1.1106 1.3156 l.»3«5 48
*3 .6820 .7314 .9325 1.0724 1.3673 1.4663 47.
41 16947 .7193 .9657 1.0355 1.3902 1 46
45 .7071 .7071 1.000 1.0000 1.4142 . 4142

COS SIN COT TAN
*

CSC SEC ANGLE



Illustrations:
o| n

sin 12° = .2079 cos 79° = .2079

cot 70° = .3640 sec 10° - 1.0154

3. Relations between functions

It should be noted that since cos A = b * and sec A = 
c

then the cos A = 1 , similarly sin A = 1 , and
sec A cac

tan A = 1 .
cot A

Thus:

’’The sine is the reciprocal of the cosecant, the cosine

is the reciprocal of the secant, an the tangent is the reci-

procal of the secant, and the tangent is the reciprocal of

the cotangent.” (1)

2 2 2Knowing that in a right triangle : a + b = c, we can

say: a" + b" = 1, or sin^ A + cos^ A = 1. 
c2 c2

t

In similar proof, we can arrive at the following relations;

tan A = sin a , 1 + tan2 A - sec2 A,
cos A

I + cot2 A - esc2 A.

These formulas should be memorized because of their importance.

(1). Ibid, p. 12
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4. Practical use of the functions

fly definition, we know sin A = a ,
c

thus, if we know any two of A, a,

or c, we can find the third.

Example: Given: A = 40°, <

To find: a
oSin 40 — a

38

Sin 40° = .6428

a = .6428 x 38

a = 24.4264

Similarly, we use the function of cosine, tangent, cotangent,

secant, and cosecant to calculate unknown sides or angles when

we have the values of two of them given in a right triangle.

5. Changes in the functions

As the value of angle A between 0° and 90° changes the

value of the functions change as follows:

Sin A increases from 0 to 1,

Cos a decreases from 1 to 0,

Tan a increases fro~ 0 tooo,

Cot A decreases fromooto 0,
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Bee A increases from ] to co ,

Csc A decreases from oo to 1.

3. Use of the table of natural functions

Before the decimal system of fractions was developed, a

system based upon sixtieths was used. Under this system they

had units, sixtieths, thirty-six hundredths and so on. This

was refered to as sexagesimal fractions; and under this system,

1 3/5 would equal 1 36’, meaning 1 36 , These symbols being 
60

read as follows: 1° 36* 24’* would be 1 degree, 36 minutes,

24 seconds. This system is also used for division of time

using hours, minutes , and seconds.

SEXIGEBIMAL TABLE

41°

/ sin cos tan cot /

0 3561 7547 8693 1.1504 60

1 65.63 7545 3698 1.1497 59

2 6565 7543 8703 1.1490 58

3 6567 7541 8708 1.1483 57

4 6569 7539 8713 1.1477 ' 56

5 6572 7538 3718 1.1470 55
• • • • • • a • • • e • ♦♦••a • •
■/ cos sin cot tan —L

o48
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The functions of 41° and any number of minutes are found by

reading down and the abbreviations sin, cos, tan, cot. The

functions of 48° and number of minutes is found by reading up,

above the abbreviations cos, sin cot, and tan.

Example:

Sin 41° = 0.6561 Sin 48°55' = 0.7538

Sin 41°3* = 0.6567 Cot 48°57’ = 0.8708

7. Interpolation

If a function is expressed in degrees, minutes, and sec

onds, then, the table does not give the values directly. A

process called interpolation is then used. By this process,

we assume that 41°02g* is found by adding one half the differ

ence between 41°02* and 41°03*. This is not exactly true, but 

when the changes are small, the interpolation gives results

which are correct to the number of decimal places in the table.

For example, from the above table:

If we were to find the Sin 48°57’30”

Sin 48°58’ = 0.7543

Sin 48°57* = 0.7541

.0002 difference for 1* or 50

difference for 30” = 30 = J of .0002 = 
60

.0001

1
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Adding this to Sin 48°57’, we obtain: Sin 48o57‘30” = 0.7542

8. Use of the function

The tables are used for the solving of right triangles.

A right triangle may be solved if two independent parts, besides

the right angle are given.

Example:

Given an acute angle A and the hypotenuse c.

B = 90° - A Sin A = a Cos A = b
c c

This gives you the three unknown parts; B, a, and b.

The other methods using the acute angle and opposite side, •

acute angle and adjacent side, the hypotenuse and a side, and

two sides are all quite similar to this, as one of the functions

is always given in terms of two of its parts.

Example:

Given the hypotenuse and a side.

1. Sin B = b
c

2. A = 90°-3

3. a = c2— b2 = (c-b) (c+b)

1. Sin B = 15.6 = .696
22.4

2. A = 90° - 44°10* = 45°50’

B = 44°10* (by interpolation)
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3. a = (22.4 - 15.6) (22.4 + 15.6) = (6.8) (38) = 258.4 = 16,0+

Logarithms

Logarithms are relatively new in the mathematical field, having

come into existence in the 17th. century. A series of tables were

devised that reduce the operation of multiplication to addition;

the operation of division to subtraction; the raising to any power

is reduced to one of multiplication, and extracting of any root to

one division.

Thus, if a series of six numbers are multiplied, the result

can be found by adding six numbers, which is much faster and easier.

1. Definition of logarithm

If N = 10x, the exponent x is called the logarithm of

N to the base 10. (1)

In symbols we write log^N = x, or the base being taken

for granted, log N = 10, thus our original equation could be

written N = 10log N. The definition applies for other than

the base 10, so a general expression for any base b would be:

N = bX where x is the logarithm of N to the base b. Thus 

l®SbN
logbN = x and b = N. Any number may be taken as the base,

but for normal calculations 10 is used as the base.

(1). Curtiss, David Raymond, op. cit. p.78»
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r''

If 10 is taken as the base, it is easy to estimate the value
p 3of x for any number N. Since 10 = 100, and 10 = 1000, then

we know that any number between 100 and 1000 would have a logar

ithm between 2 and 3, Certainly, observations help in esti

mating logarithms, namely:

log1Q10 = 1, because 103 = 10

logjQl = °» because 10° = 1

loglfvl = -1, because 10”1 = 1 
10 10

The general rule being, the logarithm of the base is always

1, the logarithm of 1 is always zero, the logarithm of a proper

fraction is always negative,

2, Rules for logarithms

As logarithms are exponents to a common base, we shall re

call the law of exponents that are involved.
%

A. ara x an = am+n

B. a™ = am_n
a

_ .ran mnC. (a ) = a
« /Z™ §

D. >Ja = a

During the rest of the discussion we shall use 10 as the

base and therefore a = 10 for the above rules.

The logarithm of a product is the sum of the logarithms
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of the factorse

M = 10x, N = 10*

then: log M = x, log N = y

M»N = 10 x+* , by equation (2) above

Hence: x+y = log MN

That is: log MN = log M + log N.

It may be similarly shown that the logarithm of a quotient

equals the logarithm of the dividend minus the logarithm of the

divisor; the logarithm of a power of a number equals the logarithm

of the number multiplied by the index of the power. (1)

Since roots are merely fractional powers, the logarithm

of a root is equal to the logarithm of the number divided by
*

the index of the root.

3. Characteristic and mantissa (2)

Usually a logarithm consists of two parts, an integrai,

and a decimal fraction. The integral part is called the char

acteristic of the logarithm and the decimal part is called the

mantissa of the logarithm.

Thus if: log 2336 = 3.3685, the characteristic is 3, and

(1). Lennes, N. J., op. cit. pp.30-31.

(2). Ibid, pp.32-34.
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the mantissa is .3685. This means that io~«3S85 _ 2336.

The characteristic of a logarithm is determined by its

relative magnitude. The following table will help to illus

trate.

io4 = 10,000 log 10,000 = 4

103 = 1000 log 1000 = 3

102 = 100 log 100 - 2

10* = 10 log 10 s 1

10° = 1 log 1 - 0

10~T= .10 log .1 - -1

io“2= .01 log .01 = -2

io"3= .001 log .001 = -3

io“4= .0001 log .0001 -4

From this table it will be noted that if a number is be

tween 100 and 1000, the logarithm of that number is between

2 and 3, or it is equal to 2 + a fraction. The 2 is the

characteristic and the fraction is the mantissa of the logarithm

Similarly numbers between 100 and 10 have the characteristic

of 1, between 10 and 1, a characteristic of 0. The following

rule may then be stated: ”If a number is greater than 1, the

characteristic of its logarithm is positive and is one less than

the number of digits preceding the decimal point.” (1)

(1). Ibid, p.32
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Refering again to the table, you will note a number be

tween 1 and .1 will have a logarithm between 0 and -1, which

may be written -1 + a fraction, similarly, a number between

.1 and .01 will have a logarithm of -2 + a fraction and so on.

The following rule therefore holds: "If a, positive number

is less than 1, the characteristic of its logarithm is nega

tive, and is numerically one greater than the number of zeros

immediately following the decimal point". (1)

From a table of logarithms it may be found that the man

tissa of the logarithm of 243 is .38561 and from the table

we know the characteristic is -3, and it would be misleading

to write -3.38561 because it means -3 +.38561; so we write

3.38561, or for computations: 7.38561 - 10, since 7-10 = -3.

Similarly, 3.3068 = 8.3068-10, and so on.

If all the zeros at the beginning and end of a number
■

are oramited and the decimal point is disregarded, then that
t

which remains is called the significant part of the number.

All numbers having the same significant parts, have the same

mantissas in their logarithms.

For example:

log 243 = 2.38561, log 2.43 = .38561, etc.

(1). Ibid, p.33
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4. Using the logarithmic tables (1)

250-300

N 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

250 39 794 39 811 39 829 39 846 39 863 39 881 39 898 39 915 39 933 39 950

251 967 985 40 002 40 019 40 037 40 054 40 071 40 088 40 106 40 123

252 40 140 40 157 175 192 209 226 243 261 278 295

253 312 323 346 364 381 398 415 432 449 466

254 483 500 518 535 552 569 586 603 620 637

255 654 671 688 705 722 739 756 773 790 807

The above is a portion of Wentworth-Smith Logarithmic and

Trigonometric tables.

Only the mantissas are given in a table; the character

istics are determined by the laws stated in section 3.

For example

The mantissa of the logarithm of 252 is found by looking
t

to right of 252 and under 0. Log 252 = 2.40140. The 2 coming

from the law on characteristics. Similarly, the log .252 = T.40140

The first three significant figures of each number are

given under N, the fourth is under the columns headed 0, 1, 2, ...

Therefore:

(1). Wentworth, op. cit. p. 46.
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log 252.3 = 2.40192

log .02549 = ‘2.40637

The logarithms of more than four significant figures is

found by interpolation similar to that explained above.

For example: To find: log 25.447

log 25.450 = 1.40569

log 25.440 = 1.40552

difference = .00017

zl

.000119

difference to be added - .00012

Adding this to 1.40552, log 25.447 = 1.40564

5. Antilogarithms

A number is called the anti logarithm (anti log) of a log

arithm.

Therefore if: x = log N, antilog x = N

2.39794 = log 250, antilog 2.39794 = 250

The anti log is found by looking for the number correspond

ing to the given mantissa and fixing the decimal point accord

ing to the characteristic. If the mantissa is not given in the

table, it is necessary to interpolate to find the number.

Example: Find the antilog of 3.40099
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From the table in section 4, you #121 notice the mantissa

is between those corresponding with 2517 and 2518.

antilog of 3.40106 = 2518.

antilog of 3.40083 = 2517.

difference =.00018 = 1.

The difference between log x (3.40099) and log 2517 (3.40088)

is .00011, therefore x is II of the distance between 2517 and 
38

2518 or 2517.6,

6. Operations on logarithms (1)

All problems involving logarithms for computation require

three steps.

a. Finding the logarithms of the given numbers.

b. Combining these logarithms by addition, subtractipn,

division, or multiplication, depending on the nature of

the problem.

c. Looking up the antilog of this final logarithm to

find the desired number.

7, Multiplication by logarithms
♦

It has been shown that the logarithm of a product is equal

to the sum of the logarithms of the numbers. This simplifies

(1). Lennes. op. cit. p. 39.
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/T-

considerably the multiplication of several digits. A simple

example is: To find the value of:

38.642 x 9.8346

log 38.642 x 9.8346 = log 38.642 + log 9.8346

= 1.58706 + .99275

= 2.57981

Hence 38.642 x 9.8346 = antilog 2.57981 = 380.03, by act

ual multiplication we get 380.283732, or to five significant

figures: 380.03.

8. Negative characteristics

Since the mantissa is always positive, negative character

istics are more easily added if the mantissa and characteristic

are separated, as will be shown in this example.

Add the logarithms "5.58623 and 6.41387

Separating the negative characteristic 0.58623 - 5

6,41387

adding 7.00010 - 5

2.00010

If both are negative, you would separate both from their

mantissas.

9 Division by logarithms
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It has been shown that the logarithm of the quotient of

two numbers is equal to the logarithm of the dividend minus

the logarithm of the divisor. This is quite similar to the

multiplication process where addition of the logarithms was

used. The only difficulty is in making sujpe the mantissa does

not become negative. This is done by adding a number to the

characteristic and subtracting the same number, thus not chang

ing it.

To illustrate: Subtract 3.72854 from 2.63271

you would write 12.63274 - 10

- 3.72854

= "2.90420

Any number could by used, but it is usually most conven

ient to use -10 or the smallest multiple of 10 that will work.

10. Cologarithms (1)

The logarithm of the reciprocal of a number is called

the cologaritbm (colog) of the number.

By definition: colog x = log l. = log 1 - log x. But log 1 = 0. 
x

Therefore: colog x = - log x

To avoid a negative mantissa, we write:

(1). Wentworth, op. cit. p. 54
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colog x = 10 - log x - 10 , for example

colog 2 = - log 2 = 10 - log 2-10

= 10 - .30103 - 10

= 9.69897 - 10 = 7.69897

The cologarithm Is used in division, because to divide

by a number is the same as to multiply by its reciprocal, so

instead of subtracting the logarithm of the number, you add

the cologarithm. This simplifies division by several numbers

in one problem.

11. Raising to a power

It has been shown that the logarithm of a number taken to

a power is equal to the logarithm of the number multiplied by

the exponent.
4For example: Find the logarithm of 1.42

log 1.42 = .15229

x______ 4

log 1.424= .60916

= log 4.076

If the characteristic is negative, it must be written

separately as before.

Thus: Find the value of (0.2350)*'

<
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log 0.2350 = 0.37107 -1

5

log 0.2350)^ _ 1>35535 _ 5

= 4.85535

= log .00071672

If you have a fractional exponent as would appear for a

root of a number, the process is the same. However, in the

case of a negative exponent, we must add and subtract a char

acteristic so that the amount subtracted is divisible by the

root.

For example : Find by logarithms the value of 0.326 * 

log 0.326 = 0.51322 - 1

one is not divisible by 4, so we add 3 and subtract 3, getting:

log 0,326 - 3.51322 - 4 

log 0.326*= 0.878301 - 1

= .75562, so 4 7326'= .75562

12. Exponential equations

If an unknown quantity in an equation appears as an ex

ponent, the equation is called an exponential equation.

It is more easily solved using logarithm^, for example:

Given; 3X = 81

Taking the logarithms of both sides, we get:
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x log 3 ss log 81

x ~ 31
l"g 3

x = 1.90849 = 4 
.47712

or 34 = 81
4- K

13. Logarithm of function

The main reason for the teaching of logarithms in a trigon

ometry course is the fact that the calculations involving fun

ctions are often quite laborious, as they involve multiplying

out number of several digits. This is made easier by using

logarithms. For further simplification, the tables of loga

rithms of functions have been set up to be used in conjunction

with the logarithms of the numbers, thus: if given that

a number equals 342 cos 10°40*, you can add the log 342 to 

log cos 10°40’, then look up the antilog to obtain your ans

wer. The tables are set up with characteristics from which

10 is to be subtracted in order to avoid negative characteristics

C. Hight triangles and their solutions;

1. Solving with logarithms

Right triangles will now be solved by the use of logarithms.

Given an acute angle and the Hypotenuse, solve the triangle
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Given: c = 18.75 a

To find: B, a, and b.

B = 90° - A = 55°32*

a = sin A, therefore a = c sin 
c

b = cos A, therefore a = c cos 
c

log a = log c + log sin A

log b = log c + log cos A

log c = 1.27300

log sin A = 9>75276 - 10

= 11.02576 - 10

log a = 1.02576

therefore a = 10.611

a = 10.61

= 34°28*

log c = 1.27300

log cos A = 9.S1617 - 10

11.18917 - 10

log b = 1.18917

b = 15.459

b = 15.46

Solving right triangles when other parts are given is mere

ly a matter of choosing the correct functions, setting up the

equations, and using logarithms to perform the operations.

The use of logarithms cuts out the multiplication of the fun

ctions by the length of the sides and greatly reduces the

time element.

2 Area of a right triangle
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The area of a triangle is equal to one half the product

of the base and the altitude. In a right triangle, if we call

the two sides a and b and the area S, then S = Jab.

If we solve a right triangle to find a and b, we then

know that log s == colog 2 + log a + log b. «...

For example A -: 34°28* ( in section 1)

c == 18.75

colog 2 -- 9.69887 - 10

log a =- 1.02576

log b -- 1.18917

log 3 == 1.91380

therefore 3 -- 82.016

: 82.02

To check S = J (15.46) (10.61) = 82.0163 = 82.02

3. The isosceles triangle (1)

If a perpendicular is dropped from the vertex of an iso

sceles triangle, it will be divided into two congruent right

triangles. This perpendicular will be the altitude of the

isosceles triangle. The parts of an isosceles triangle will

be labeled as follows:

(1). Wentworth, op, cit. p. 70.
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h = altitude = CD

a = one of the equal sides

A = '’ne of the equal angles

C = the angle at the vertex

For example: if given a and e,

1. cos A = & c = c
a 2a

2. C + 2A = 180°; C = 180° - 2A

3. h = - Gc? = >/ (a-jc) (a+jc)

or h = Sin A h = a Sin A
a

c

A ic 0 jc 8

or h = Tan A h = j c tan A

This gives several different methods for calculating the

various parts, if h and c are known, the area can be figur

ed as follows:

S = Jch

or S = |c»a Sin A = Ja c Sin A

or S = ^c»|c tan A = c^ tan A

or S = Jc /(a-£c) (a+Jc)

Always remember that these operations may be carried out

with logarithms.

4. The regular polygon (1)

(1). Wentworth, op, cit.p.72
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If a regular polugon has n sides,

then the angles of the right triangle

which has as its vertex the center equal 

to | of 360°/n or 180°/n,

This triangle may be solved if the radius of the circum

scribed circle (r), the radius of the inscribed circle (h),

or the side of the polygon (c) is given.

The parts are to be labeled as follows:

angle N = 180°/n

n = the number of sides

c = length of one side

r - radius of circumscribed circle

h = radius of inscribed circle N|
O

'

P = the perimeter

S = the area

Then by geometry, we know:

S = J hp

Example problem:

n = 6, r = 1, N = 180°/n = 30°

sin N = £c - c ; sin 30° = £ ; J = dj c = 1 
r 2r 2 2

cos N = h ; cos 30° = h ; h = 3 ; h = .
2 12

8660
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S = | hP = | x .8680 x 6 = 2.5980

D. Functions of any angle:

1. Values and signs of functions in quadrants

Up to this point, we have only discussed the functions

of acute angles. However, functions exist for angles in any

quadrant. Angles are all generated by a line segment OC from

the initial line OX. If generated in a counterclockwise motion,

they are positive; if in a clockwise motion, they are nega

tive. If a perpendicular is dropped from any point on the

terminal line to the initial side or its extension, then the

right triangle is formed from

which the trigonometric funct

ions of the angle are taken.

Thus, the functions of an an

gle in the second quadrant are

determined by the triangle BB’O.

Notice that the given angle is not

though it does determine the triangle. The functions in the

III and IV quadrants are determined by the triangle CC’O and

DD’O, respectively.

The value of the functions is found as follows: '* a

function of any angle = + the same function of the acute
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angle formed by the terminal radius and the x-axis." (1)

This does not mean that the value is either ♦ or but
>•

that one of the two is correct. The sign is determined by the

quadrant in which the angle terminates.

The signs of the functions are given in the following

table for each of the quadrants:

quadrant positive + negative - degrees

I all functions
0° - 90°
(-270°) - (-330°)

cos sec 90° - 180°

II sin CSC tan cot (-180°) - (-270°)
sin CSC 180° - 270°

III tan cot cos sec (-90°) - (-180°)
sin CSC 270° - 360°

IV cos sec tan cot 0° - (-90°)

Any angle that is greater than 360° or less them (-300?)

may be reduced to be included in the above table by subtract-

or adding n360°, where n is any integer.

For example: for finding the functions of 832°, you would 

subtract 2 x 360° from 832° giving 112°, which is in quadrant 

II, the functions of 832° = the functions of 112°.

2. Reduction of functions to the first quadrant
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It was stated in the section above that the value of funct

ions of any angle was + the value

of the functions of the acute an

gle formed with the x-axis. In

the figure, it is seen that the

value of the functions of the an

gles x is + the value of funct

ions of x in the quadrant I,

Whether or not the value is ♦ or - is determined by the quad

rant. In quadrant II the angle has the value of (180° + x)

■>oin IV (360 - x). In quadrant II the sin is +, therefore:

vosin (180 - x) = sin x, the cosine is negative, therefore,

cos (180° - x) = - cos x, and so on for all the functions

of all the quadrants. The following table gives their values.

For quadrants II and III:

sin (180 +x) = + sin x, cos (180 +x) = - cos x

tan (180 +x) = + tan cot , (180°+ x) = +cot x

esc (180c + x) = ♦ esc x, sec (180° +x) = -sec x

For quadrant IV:
osin (360 —x) =

tan (360n—x) =

esc (360°-x) =

-sin x, cos (360 -x) = +cos x

-tan x, cot (360n-x) = - cot x

- esc x, sec (360n-x) = + sec x
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Therefore, the function of any angle can be reduced to

the functions of an angle in quadrant I.

3. Relations of functions (1)

Since we have shown that functions of all angles may be

reduced to functions of acute angles, we may now say that the

relation between functions of acute angles will hold for fun

ctions of all angles. Thus, the following relationship;

To find the sine:

sin x = 1 , sin x = + Vl-cos^x, the + shows it may
CSC X

be negative in certain quadrants. ♦

To find the cosine;

cos x = 1 , cos x = + l-sin^x
sec x

To find the tangent:

tan x = 1 , tan x = sin x , tan x = +>/l - COS^X
cot X COS X COS X

tan x = + sin x , tan x = +Vsec-x - 1, tan x - sin x
fl - ~x

To find the cotangent:

cot x = 1 , cot x = COS x ,
cot x - + s/~ - sin x ,

tan X sin x sin x

(1). Wentworth, ^p, cit. p. 94
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cot X = COS X
yf,

, cot X = + '/csc^i 1 , cot X = COS X CSC X
+ 1-C0S X

To find Secant;

sec x = sec x = + vtan x + 1
cos x

To find the cosecant:

CSC X = 1 , CSC x = + >Zcot
sin x

The proof of these is rather simple, going back to the

Pythagorean theorem,

E, Identities for the sums and differences of two angles:

As angles can be expressed as the sums or differences of two

other angles, the values of the functions of these sums and differ

ences will now be shown, in terms of the two angles added or sub

tracted. Thus, if the functions of original angles are known the

functions of the new angle can be found. (1)

1. Formulas for sin (x+y) and cos (x+y)

In the figure / ACC is acute and

equal to x+y; two perpendiculars are

let fall from C and two from D. Then

the triangles CGD and ECD are similar

and [_ GCD = / ECD = x. If we consider the radius as units,

(1). Wentworth, op, cit. p. 97.
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(*D = cos y, and CD = sin y.

Therefore:

sin (x+y) = CF = CG + DE

but sin x = DE , whence DE = sin x * OD = sin x cos y 
OD

and cos x = CG , whence CG = cos x • CD = cos x sin y 
CD

Hence, sin (x+y) = sin x cos y + cos x sin y

For example:

sin (30° + 60°) = sin 30° cos 60° + cos 30n sin 60°

=1.1+3.3=l+3=ls sin 90°
2 2 2 2 4 4

Similarly, cos (x+y) - cos x cos y - sin x sin y

These may also be proven for angles which are not acute

and so both hold for all angles.

2. Formulas for tan (x+y) and cot (x+y)

since tan A = sin A 
cos A

then tan (x+y) = sin (x+y) = sin x cos y + cos x sin y 
cos (x+y) cos x cos y - sin x sin y

devide the numerator and denominator by cos x cos y

sin x + sin y
tan (x+y) = cos x_____cos y______

1 - sin x sin y
cos x cos y
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Therefore:

tan (x+y) = tan x + tan y
1 - tan x tan y

In like manner:

cot (x+y) = cot x cot y - 1 
cot y + cot x

In proofs which are nearly the same, the formulas for

the functions of the differences of two angles are found,

namely:

sin (x-y) = sin x cos y - cos x sin y

cos (x-y) = cos x cos y + sin x sin y

tan (x-y) = tan x - tan y 
1 + tan x tan y

cot (x-y) = cot x c^t y + 1 
cot y - cot x

3, Functions of twice an angle

If x and y are equal, you get from the above formulas'

the functions of double angles.

sin 2x = 2 sin x cos x

cos 2x = cos2x - sin^x

tan 2x = 2 tan x
1 - tan2x ♦

cot 2x = cot x - 1 
2 cot x

i

■
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4. Functions of half an angle

2 2 2If we substitute jz for x in cos*x + sin x = 1, and cos“x

sin x = cos 2x, so we have functions of half an angle, we gets

2 2 2 2 cos Jz + sin |z = 1 , cos jz - sin jz = cos z

Subtracting
22 sin Jz = 1 - cos z

Therefore:

sin |z =

Also:

cos |z =

tan |z =

cot |z =

/T - cos z
2

A + cos
2

z

A - cos z
♦ cos z

A + cos z
1 — cos z

5. Sums and differences of functions

Since we know that sin (x+y) = sin x cos y ♦ cos x sin y

and sin (x-y) = sin x cos y - cos x sin y, we may add and sub

tract those obtained.

sin (xty) ♦ sin (x-y) = 2 sin x cos y

sin (x+y) - sin (x-y) = 2 cos x sin y

letting (x+y) = A, (x-y) = 3, then x = A+B , and y = A-B 
2 2
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The equations then become:

sin A + sin B = 2 sin A+B cos a-B 
2 2

sin a - sin B ~ 2 cos a+B sin a-B 
2 2

Similarly:

cos A + cos B

cos a - cos B

2 cos A+B 
2

2 sin A+B 
2

cos a-B 
2

sin a-B 
2

F. Oblique triangles

So far we have discussed several methods of solving right

triangles. Wa have now to go into methods of solving oblique tri

angles. It will be recalled that any three independant parts de

termine a triangle.

1. Law of Sines (1)

b

In the first figure: h = sin B 
a

In the second: h = sin (180° - B) 
a

(1). Wentworth, op. clt. p, 108
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= sin 3

So whether the altitude is within the triangle or not,

the functions are the same.

Therefore, solving for h:

sin A = a 
sin 3 b

By drawing perpendiculars from other verticies, the follow

ing relations will be found:

b ~ Sin 3 , a = sin A
c Sin C c sin C

This relation between the sides and the sines of the oppo

site angles is the law of sines, stated as: The sides of a

triangle are proportional to the sines of the opposite angles.

Use of the sine law.

If we are given a side and two angles of an oblique tri

angle, we are able to solve for the remaining parts.

To illustrate:

divan / A = 83°30’, £ 3 = 53°18’, a = 58

C = 180° - (a+B)

C = 58°12*

sin a = a ; b = sin 
sin B b sin A

log b = log a 4 log sin B - log sin A, log c = log a + log
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log 58 = 1.76343 log 58 = 1.76313

log sin 53°18* = 9.90405
11.63748

log sin 58ni2* = 9.92936
11.69279

log sin 63°30» = 9.96863 log sin 68°30* = 9.96833

log b = 1.69880 log c = 1.72411

b = 49.930 c = 52.930

2. Law of Cosines (1)

If you are given two sides and the included angle of an

oblique triangle, the other side may be calculated by using

the law of cosines.

——I
also h + AD“ = b

and AD = b cos A

therefore a2 = b2 + c2 - 2ac cos B

The law of cosines is as follows:

The square of any side of a triangle is equal to the sum

of the squares of the other two sides deminished by twice their

product times the cosine of the included angle.

(1). Ibid. p. 116
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3. Law of Tangents

The law of tangents Is derived from the Law of Sines.

It is not used to any great extent, because the other two laws

are more easily used. The law of tangents is as follows:

"The difference between two sides of a triangle is to their

sum as the tangent of half the difference between the oppo

site angles is to the tangent of half their sum.

or: a-b = tan a (a-B) 
a+b tan g (A+B)

4. Half angle formulas (1)

If given the three sides of a triangle, the half angle

formula may be used to solve the triangle. From the cosine

law, we know a = b+c ~2bc cos A.

2 2 2Therefore: Cos A = b +c -a
2bc

It follows: 1 - b“+c2-a2 
2bc

. ,2221 + b+c-a 
2bc

= a^-(b-c)2 = 1-cosA
2bc

= (b+c)2-a2 = 1 + cosA
2bc

= (a-b+c) (a+b-c) 
(b+c-a) (b+a-c)

1-cos A = a^-tb-c)*-* 
l+cos A (b+c)“-a2

(1). Bell and Thomast, op« cit. pp.85-86
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J**,

If the perimeter of a triangle = 2s, that is:

s = |(a+b+c)

then s-a = |(-a4b+c)

s-b - J(a-b+c)

s-e = j(a+b-c)

Hence:

1-cos A - (s-b)(s-c) , but 1-cos A = tan2^a
1+cos A s(s-a) 1+cos A

2Therefore: Tan |A = (s-b)(s-c) 
s(s-a)

From which we can derive:

tan = r , where r = /(s-a)(s-b)(s-e) 
s-a *

Likewise: tan |a - r , tan = r 
s-b s-c

Also; sin |A = /(s-b)(s-c)
V

cos ^A = /s(s-a)
V be

/
These equations permit the use of logarithms, whereas

if the Law of cosines is used they may not be applied.

5. Arsa of a triangle (1)

The area of a triangle may be calculated if eigher of

(1). Wentworth, op. cit. pp.128-130
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C

h = a sin B

s = Jac sin B

also s = Jab sin C, s = Jbc sin A

b. Given two angles and any side;

The third angle is easily found,

therefore all three are conditions given.

sin a = a
sin C c

then: c = a sin C 
sin A

we know s = Jac sin B

(case a)

so; s = Ja . a sin C .sin 3 - a2sln 3 sin C 
sin A sin A

to be put in form of only two angles, we would say

sin (B+C) = sin (180°-A) = sin A, therefore

s = a sin B sin C 
sin (B+C)

c. Given the three sides:

we know sin B = 2 sin Jb cos Jb 

sin Jb= ^/'(s-a)(s-c)also
ac
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cos Jb - /s(s-b)~
V ac

so sin B = 2 f (s-a)(s-c)
v ac

= 2 Vs(s-a)C-b)(s-c 
ac

since S = Jac sin B, we get

S = ^s(s-a)(s-b)(s-c)

This is known as Heron’s Formula for the area of a tri

angle.

G, Graphs of the functions:

1. Radian measure

Up to this point, we have measured angles in terms of de

grees. We will now define redians which can be used as an

other method of measuring angles.

One radian is the angle at the center of a circle of

radius r that subtends an arc of length r. (1)

From this we see:

radian measure of an angle A - subtended arc = s, 

radius r

Since the circumference of a circle equals 2Tr, (2)

l_ of 360° (a circle) in radians = 2<r ” 2< 
r

(1) , Curtiss and Moulten, op. clt. p. 68.

(2) . The surabol 1 will be used throughout the remainder of the thesis

denoting the Greek letter Pi which equals 3.1417



360° = 2T radians

57°17’45*’ = 1 radian

lc = 0.017453 radians

The two equations of conversion from degreesto raldans

are not often used, but their source should be known.

2« Angles having the same functions

It was shown in an earlier section that sin x = sin(360°+x) 

and sin (180°-x) = sinCSQO^lSO^-x). That is, we may increase 

any angle by K«360° without changing the sine. (K being any

integer) writing this in radian measure, you have: sin x «

sin (2Kt+x) and sin (*-x) = sin(2K+T-x).

Therefore: if sin 0=0, sin 2K^ = 0«

Cosine functions are the same at other angles, namely: cos x =

cos (2n< + x).

Tangent functions repeat as follows: tan x = tan (n? + x)

t

3« Graphs of functions

We shall now graph the functions to show their values in

terms of the angles«
♦

If sin x = y, then x may be given in either degrees

or radians
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(Graph No. 1)
X 0° 15° 30° 45° 60° 75° 90° 105° 120° 135° 150° 165°

< * *r 5* w 75 25 3*1 55 in— — — ■ ■— — ■ " 11 "■X 0 12 6 4 3 12 2 12 3 4 6 12

Y 0 .26 .5 .7 .87 .97 1 .97 .87 .7 .5 .26

X o180 o195 o210 o225 n240 o255 o270 o285 o300 o315 o330 o345 <360
5 _2 5 5< _5 75 25 35 55 115

X 5 12 6 4 3 12 2 12 3 4 6 12 25

y 0 T.26 . JLtS -.7 -.87 -.97 -1 -.97 -.37 -.7 -.5 -.26 0

After 360° the values repeat and so does the curve, this
repetition after a certain increase or period is known as th2
periodicity of the function. We say, therefore, the period
of the sine is 360° or 2*1.

Similarly, letting cos x = y, the table of values would

ba as follows:
(Graph No. 2)

x 0° 15° 30° 45° 60° 75° 90° 105° o120 o135 150° 165° 180°
5 5 5 5 55 5 75 25 35 55 115'■■■ 1 an.A 0 12 6 4 3 12 2 12 3 4 6 12 5

X l .97 .87 .7 .5 .26 0 -.26 -.5 -.7 -.87 -.97 -1



Cosine Curve

Tangent
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X 195° 210° 225° 240° 255° „70n 285" 3900 315° 330° 345° 360° 375°
13* 22 5* 4* 17* 19* 22 22 11* 23* 25*

X 12 6 4 3 12 2 12 3 4 6 12 2* 12

V -.97 -.87 -.7 -.5 -.28 0 .23 .5 .7 .87 .97 1 .97

The period of the cosine i3 also 2*.

Tan x ~ y, results in the following table;

(Graph No, 3)

X 0° 15° 30° 45° 60° 75° 90° 105° 120° 135° 150° 165° o130
* T" ' * * 5* * 7* 2* 3* 5* 11*MB —

X 0 12 6 4 3 12 2 12 ' 3 4 8 12 *

¥ 0 .27 .58 1 1.73 3.7 -3.7 -1.73 -1 -.58 -.27 0

X 195° 210° 225° 240C 255° 270° 285° 300° 315° 330° 345° 380° 375°
13* 22 22 4* 17* 22 19* 22 22 .11*

X 12 6 4 3 12 2 12 3 4 6 12 2* 12

¥ .27 .58 1 1.73 3.7 -3.7 -1.73 -1 -.53 -.27 0 .27

V. Summary
/

In teaching a course in trigonometry in a high school, the stress

should be put on the application to practical problems. If the angles

between three points are known, and one of the distances, then the other

distances can be calculated, whether it is the width of a river, or the

height of a flagpole.

Logarithms have been stressed because they are a great time-saver
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and their degree of accuracy is quite good. If further speed is need

ed, the slide rule, which is bused on logarithms, will help even more.

If time permits, the fundamental use of a slide rule could be taught

in high school. The degree of accuracy is lessened somewhat when cal

culations are made with a slide rule.

There are certain things in the course that should be memorized.

Among these are the actual trigonometric functions, the signs of these

functions in each quadrant, and the sumation and difference formulas

for angles (from which you can derive the functions of twice an angle

and half an angle). These will give you most of the things necessary

for solving right triangles. For solving oblique triangles, you should

know the law of sines, law of cosines, and the three formulas for areas

of triangles.

As practice in setting up the problems and in using the different

laws is the only way in which one will gain adaptness in trigonometry,, >

homework will be an essential part of the course. Building up skill
f

in solving problems of this sort will assist the student in other courses

where certain patterns must be followed to attain the desired results.

If these things which have been enumerated above are effectively

put over to the students, then the purpose of teaching trigonometry in

the high school will have been attained.
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